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The Reticular Thalamic Nucleus inhibits sensory input from 
the Thalamus along the Thalamocortical pathways which 
produces synchronous EEG activity during Non-REM sleep 

Reticular Thalamic Nucleus

GABA neurons – inhibitory, induce sleep

Non-REM Sleep



Reticular Thalamic Nucleus

GABA neurons – inhibitory, induce sleep

The Ascending Reticular Activating 
System inhibits the Reticular Thalamic 

Nucleus allowing the cortex to be active 
during wakefulness

The Ascending Reticular Activating System Produces

Desychronization of the EEG During Wakefullness by

Inhibition of the Reticularthalamic Nucleus.

Wakefulness



Reticular Thalamic Nucleus

GABA neurons – inhibitory, induce sleep

The Ascending Reticular Activating 
System inhibits the Reticular Thalamic 

Nucleus allowing the cortex to be active 
during wakefulness

The Ascending Reticular Activating System Produces

Desychronization of the EEG During Wakefullness by

Inhibition of the Reticularthalamic Nucleus. Acetylcholine and Histamine – enhance wakefulness

Wakefulness
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Physiologic Mechanism of the Sleep Drive / Wake Drive system 

and the balance between sleep and wake states
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Physiologic Mechanism of the Sleep Drive / Wake Drive system 

and the changes between Wake and Sleep Deprived states

As a person becomes sleep deprived the reticular thalamic nucleus enhances its activity in 

attempts to shut down the cortex and induce sleep. Therefore it takes a greater degree of activity 

from the Ascending Reticular Activating System in order to overcome the Reticular Thalamic 

Nucleus activity and remain awake.

Increased GABA activity

as a result of increased 

adenosine
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Simplified depiction of ascending and descending pain signaling pathways. 



Ascending pain pathway = red; 

Modulatory descending tracts = green.

Afferent nociceptive input enters the spinal cord via 
the Dorsal Root Ganglia. 

Secondary order projection neurons ascend in the 
contralateral spinothalamic and spinorecticular
tracts that relay the signal to the thalamus and then 
cortical centers.

Descending pathways projecting from the 
periaqueductal gray (PAG) in the midbrain and the 
rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM) to the dorsal 
horn and modulate pain transmission.

Simplified depiction of ascending and descending pain signaling pathways. 







Limbic system which regulates emotions has a strong influence on the filtering of 
incoming pain signals. Depression is associated with increase perception of pain.
This factor is clearly recognized but is NOT covered in this lecture.  



Effects of sleep on perception of pain 



Pain and Sleep

• Elevated inflammatory markers in response to prolonged sleep 
restriction are associated with increased pain experience in healthy 
volunteers.

• Tissue necrosis factor

• Interluken-6

• C-Reactive protein

• Prostaglandins





Simplified depiction of ascending and descending pain signaling pathways. 

With Central Sensitization there is a change 
in the balance between the descending 
inhibition and ascending stimulation, 
resulting in less inhibition and increased 
pain from the same degree of stimulation 
prior to the Central Sensitization. 



Sensory signals from the body typically are blocked during 
sleep and to not reach the cortex. 

Non-REM Sleep

Sensory input from the body that passes through the descending inhibition is 

blocked at the thalamic level until a threshold is reached. 



Non-REM Sleep

Sensory input from the body that passes through the descending inhibition is 

blocked at the thalamic level until a threshold is reached. 

When the sensory signals from the body reach a certain 
threshold they breakthrough the thalamic inhibition and 

reach the cortex, causing arousals. 



N Sages – Somatic Restoration

Divided into N1, N2 and N3

N3 is the stage in which there is the highest level 

of Growth Hormone release

Pain threshold is thought to be influenced by N3 

Sleep. 

R Stage – (REM) – Limbic Restoration ---

Consolidation of Short Term Memory 

into Long Term Memory

Active (vivid) Dreaming, Rapid Eye Movements

Muscle Atonia

Stages of Sleep



The Glymphatic System (Lymphatics of the brain) removes metabolic 

waist products such as amyloid proteins.

Glymphatic flow is greatest during Slow Wave Sleep 





• Pain Threshold is influenced by sleep

• Many studies have demonstrated Slow Wave Sleep quality 
associated with the pain threshold

• Conditions that are associated with disturbed Slow Wave Sleep 
lower the pain threshold

• Fibromyalgia is know to be associated with Alpha Delta Sleep 
(disrupted slow wave sleep) and treatment of sleep pathology 
improves the pain in these patients.

Principles of the relationship between pain and sleep



Conditions of poor sleep cause a lower pain 
threshold and can lead to fibromyalgia. 

• Rule out Contributing Factors
• PLMS/RLS
• Sleep Apnea
• Altered Circadian Rhythm Disturbances
• Poor  sleep hygiene
• Pre-existing Insomnia





Pes signal

Hypopnea

120 seconds of data sample of a sleep study
(This segment demonstrates arousals from obstructive breathing)

(Pressure in the 

Esophagus)



Fragmented Sleep (from OSA) Improved Sleep (by treating OSA with PAP)

Patients with Fibromyalgia should have a good assessment of their sleep to determine if it is fragmented. 
If sleep is fragmented, then a cause for the fragmentation should be sought out and treated. 



Heart Rate

Oximetry 

Air Flow

Apnea Link

Home Sleep Apnea Testing Devices 
(These are NOT equivalent to in-lab sleep studies)

These mainly identify moderate to severe OSA events

Ring Oximeter with 

Cardiopulmonary Coupling 

Analysis (SleepImage)

These can not assess leg movements and also do not assess brain wave data. 



Restless Legs Syndrome

and 

Periodic Leg Movements of Sleep (PLMS)









Key RLS Diagnostic Criteria

•Urge to move the legs—usually 

accompanied or caused by uncomfortable 

leg sensations

•Temporary relief with movement—

partial or total relief from discomfort by 

walking or stretching

•Onset or worsening of symptoms at rest or 

inactivity, such as when lying or sitting

•Worsening or onset of symptoms in the 

evening or at night





Dopamine is involved in 

the modulation of the motor

reflex arc.

Low levels or decreased dopamine activity

may cause a restless sensation in the 

limbs and may cause periodic leg

movements during sleep.

Mild iron deficiency may interrupt

dopamine availability and cause

the Restless Legs Syndrome

symptoms and Periodic Leg 

Movements of sleep.  Ferritin level 

under 50 low in patients with RLS 

and worthy of treatment.



Periodic Leg Movements of Sleep (PLMS)  

and 

Periodic Leg Movement Disorder (PLMD)



Treatments for RLS  / PLMS 

• Iron supplementation (oral or IV)

• Dopamine agonist medications, such those also used to treat Parkinson’s 

--------------------------------------------

Treatments for RLS with little effect on decreasing PLMS

• Alpha 2 delta ligands (gabapentin, pregabalin)

• Opiates 

• Benzodiazepines (Clonazepam)





Flow and its relation to negative pressure (vacuum) – The Bernoulli Effect





NPSG on the same patient – clear hypopneas and PLMS



NPSG on the same patient – clear hypopneas and PLMS

AHI = 6

RDI = 16

SaO2 94%



Increased Pes Normal Pes

Respiratory Effort Related Arousal 

Nasal Pressure

signal does not 

clearly show 

flow limitation.

The change in the flow 

signal could be from 

movement triggered by 

the arousal.



Sleep, 1992; Vol 15, No 6, Supp. pp S13-S16. 



Rule 1A (Recommended rule)

Score a respiratory event as a hypopnea if ALL of the following criteria are met:

a. The peak signal excursions drop by ≥30% of pre-event baseline 

b. The duration of the ≥30% drop in signal excursion is ≥10 seconds.

c.    There is a ≥3% oxygen desaturation from pre-event baseline or the event is     

associated with an arousal. Note: No SaO2 desaturation required. 

Rule 1B (Acceptable but not the recommended rule) Unfortunately many sleep 

facilities use this rule. Medicare only recognizes this rule. 

Score a respiratory event as a hypopnea if 

a. The peak signal excursions drop by ≥30% of pre-event baseline

b.  The duration of the ≥30% drop in signal excursion is ≥10 seconds.

c.  There is a ≥ 4% oxygen desaturation from pre-event baseline Note: No mention 

of arousals. Arousals are not part of 1B Hypopneas.  

Hypopnea Scoring Rules implemented by the AASM in 2013

Two different scoring rules currently exist, causing confusion. 



Complete 
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(Hypopnea Rule 1B)
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Respiratory Effort
Related Arousals
of Sleep (RERAS)

Normal
Breathing

The Full Spectrum of Obstructive Breathing During Sleep. 

Snoring Gasping Pauses in breathing
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Complete 
Obstructive Apnea 

Hypopneas
with SaO2 desaturations
(Hypopnea Rule 1B)

Hypopneas 
with normal SaO2
(Hypopnea Rule 1A) 

Respiratory Effort
Related Arousals
of Sleep (RERAS)

Normal
Breathing

The Full Spectrum of Obstructive Breathing During Sleep. 

Snoring Gasping Pauses in breathing

< - Bruxing / Clenching During Sleep - >

HSATNPSGPes



Sequence of evaluation and treatment

1. Obtain a history / clinical exam

2. Perform a sleep study to assess for disturbances of sleep physiology

3. Treat obstructive respirations if the are occurring

4. Treatment Periodic Leg Movements of Sleep (PLMS) if they are occurring

5. If the patient is still having pain from fibromyalgia then consider medications.  

Monoamine augmentation of descending inhibition:
Duloxetine (Cymbalta®)-SNRI (FDA approved for FM
Milnacipran (Savella®)-SNRI (FDA approved for FM)

Pregabalin (Lyrica®) approved for FM
Alpha 2-delta subunit voltage gated calcium channel 
blocker

Decreases glutamate release







Oxybate and Fibromyalgia 

 Oxybate has been show to:
 Decreases sleep onset latency

 Decreases sleep fragmentation

 Increases slow wave sleep (SWS) and increase Growth Hormone

 Two trials demonstrated improvement in pain, fatigue 
and sleep in Fibromyalgia patients
 USA-548 patients with FM assigned to 3 groups; 4.5 Gm/Nt, 6.O 

Gm/Nt and Placebo
 The active treatment arms demonstrated significantly greater 

improvement in pain VAS, Fatigue VAS and Jenkins Sleep Scale vs. 
placebo (p= <0.001)

 International-573 patients with FM assigned to 3 groups; 4.5 
Gm/Nt, 6.O Gm/Nt and Placebo
 Similar results to the USA study.



Oxybate increased Slow Wave (Delta) Sleep 



The Glymphatic System (Lymphatics of the brain) removes metabolic 

waist products such as amyloid proteins.

Glymphatic flow is greatest during Slow Wave Sleep 







Video Clip of Patient Interview

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUoQlQmZwK8


www.DentalSleepConference.com

www.MedicalSleepConference.com

www.SleepEducation.net

www.CSMA.Clinic – for clinical evaluation
and treatment

http://www.csma.clinic/

